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Recap  
The Changing Concept of the Child as a Learner 
 

The Changing Concept of the Child as a 
Learner 

 Child as scientist (Piaget) 
 Active learning experiences 

 Child as apprentice(Vygotsky & Bruner) 
 Zone of Proximal Development 
 Scaffolding of an adult 
 Spiral Curriculum 
 Each child is unique- requires curricular flexibility 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same again



How do we assess the child as a 
learner? 

 Assessment is 
dynamic 

 What can a child learn- not 
just a static picture of what 
they can and cannot do 

 Assessment is 
collaborative 

 Involves collaborative 
dialogue with everyone 
involved with the child 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assessment is key to developing a programme for a child but there are two key points that we felt were important which are linked to all the discussion we have had about learning theory, the concert of the child as a learner and the ethos and culture of the school.Assessment is dynamic- not a single point but constantly changing- we are learning in our interactions with the child what they can do and constantly altering the task/ activity to meet the child’s needs- this will link to our IEP which we will show you shortly- which evidences the dynamic nature of identifying and recording this gradual change.Assessment is collaborative- doesn’t mean everyone states their view but that a view of the child is formed through collaborative dialogue. We share our understanding and challenge one another professionally about what we are seeing in the classroom. Our parents are key to this. 



The Writers 

The Script 
A Curriculum for Excellence 

 Individualised Educational Plans (I.E.P.s) 
 L McK Form1, Form 2, Profile 
 JT H&W, L&E 
 Scottish Qualifications Authority (S.Q.A.) 
 Teaching Block Planners 
 Themes/Outings 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CfE and a spiral curriculum tailored to meet individual needIEP’s and the Zone of Proximal developmentOutings/Terrific Tuesday/ Themes- Spiral curriculum- learning through active participation- learning through different sensory experiences and in different modes (enactive, iconic and symbolic)Pippa see Carole about which IEP to use

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.hollywood-blog.net/wp-content/uploads/2008/02/writer.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.hollywood-blog.net/2008/02/&usg=__JBCPcMg7xv2744tbJLA5HciSkNw=&h=328&w=350&sz=60&hl=en&start=21&tbnid=3HEB5QjN6GU8PM:&tbnh=112&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=writers&gbv=2&ndsp=20&hl=en&sa=N&start=20�


Process- Campsie View 

Daily, 
weekly, 6 
weekly, 

every term 
and annually 

Dynamic- each 
target and 

intervention 
informs next 

steps 
Greater fluidity 

than lists 
allow- 

interaction and 
scaffolding 

Collaborative- 
at all levels 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pippa see Carole-Do as circular diagram or plan/implement?



M.A.S.H./The Producers 

The School Team 
Getting it right for every child? (GIRFEC – a multi-agency philosophy) 
 Teachers 
 Support Staff 
 Office Staff 
 Psychologists 
 Therapists 
 Social Work 
 School Nurse 
 Health Board 
 Home Visiting Teacher 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaborative approach- about debate, everyone involved where appropriate- involving people at particular timePippa- could we have a link to the SHANARRI wheel ? Or would it fit on the slide?

http://sacredheart.mgfl.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/WELLBEING-WHEEL.jpg�


Meet the Parents! 

Partnership with Parents 
 Parents’ Involvement in Learning 
 Responding to parents  
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Presentation Notes
Culture of learning environmentsShared assessment right from the start- parents point of understanding is our first point of understandingParents in partnership- not us as experts- but working alongsideThey are involved in learning in our school within a framework ( ie case discussions, formal review , parents evenings etc) which is flexible and responsive- it is the responsive component that is critical- we can respond when there are key changes in the child e.g. Dylan- not wanting to go out. The framework generally is suitable and provide enough support (we ask the parents for feedback on this) but it has to have the capacity to respond to individual families and their needs.



Campsie View at the Movies 
Take 4 End 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the break we will give you examples of learning that hopefully illustrate all the things we have spoken about
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